2018/2019 Summer Series Race 4 Nov 25
Know when to hold, know when to fold

CYAA Class flag for Race 4

Tango (T)

Nov 22 2018
2018/2019 Summer Series Race 4 at Sandringham Yacht Club
Yes, it’s back to Sandy time.
The latest versions of the Race 4 Nov 25 Sailing Instructions V1-Nov 22 and Race 4 Entry list with the
handicaps V3 Nov 22 are now available. Click on the associated
links to down load these Race 4 documents. Photos of the
Endeavour IV and the Classic Race 4 class flag have been
included in the latest version.

Some Race 4 items to note:
The Classic’s race 4 scheduled start at 1030 hrs. will be conducted
by the SYC Race Committee boat Endeavour IV using VHF
Channel 71. The Race 4 Class Flag is Code T (Tango)
Endeavour IV will be stationed West of the SYC Race tower and
slightly to the north of the line between SYC 4 and the SYC Race
tower.

SYC Committee Boat
SYC Race Committee Vessel Endeavour IV

A Windward gate will be used for Race 4. The Windward gate as described in the SI’s is two orange floating marks
on a magnetic bearing displayed on the Endeavour IV. Pass through this windward gate in the same direction as the
start line was crossed, then proceed to the first mark of the allocated course.
The race 4 finish line is between the SYC Race control tower and the mark SYC 4. The SYC Race Tower will record
finish times.
SYC is conducting a J24 laid mark race starting at 1000hrs. The J24’s will be using the windward gate. They won’t
be using SYC marks.
There’s no SMS pre race sign on required for Race 4.

Special new entry note.
We have smart looking Claire with us for Race 4. With Richard Macrae on the helm, she’ll make a freshly shorn
sheep going through the dip look slow.

Race 4 results
SYC will publish a special Race 4 race result page on their Top Yacht results web site page. Entrants will be notified
when the page is posted. Soon after completion of race 4 is the goal.

Conditions on Port Phillip forecast
Current conditions forecast by the BoM for Port Phillip look ideal for Race 4 on Sunday. Don’t say nothing on this
subject.
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CYAA News
Voyaging on the HMB Endeavour
Those of us who look at the CYAA web site will have seen
a promotion for an Australian National Maritime Museum.
It’s about the sailing schedule of the HMB Endeavour. A
recent request was received from the ANMM to help spread
the news of the various voyages to be sailed in the near
future. Already the opportunity to sail on the James Craig to
Hobart Wooden Boat Festival is opportunity lost. For those
wanting to tread in the footsteps of Captain Cook and
discover the experience of voyaging to Hobart through
whatever Storm Bay can throw up, here’s the opportunity.
Click on the links to find out how to get on board the HMB
Endeavour

HMB Endeavour sails to Tasmania, New Caledonia
and New Zealand in 2019.
www.anmm,gov.au/sailendeavour
Or email HMBEndeavour@anmm.gov.au
Call the ANMM on 02 82418323 to get the latest
booking availability status
Sunday Cruising with the Classic’s on Port Phillip
For those of us who decide on the moment to go out on a Sunday morning for
a two hour of so sail, be it single handed or short handed, there’s nothing like
it to refresh and prepare you to handle all what the next week will throw at
you.
We know as you drop the mooring lines you wonder if there’s other Classics
doing the same or would do the same if they knew what other CYAA types,
had the same spur of the moment decision making thinking, were doing.
To see if we can set up some easy to use process to make this happen we’ll
talk with Richard Macrae. He handles the Team App operation. The idea is to
make it simple to use and not bother people who are into Sunday lawn
mowing and weed pulling or making sure the garbage bins are in line. So let’s
see what happens. This idea may end up be an idea that goes nowhere but, we
do have to work on ways to help our CYAA members who want to use their
Classic’s more but for lack of crew reasons miss out on participating in our
Classic Yacht racing activities.
This idea is in line with one of the takeaways from 2018 Cup Regatta survey. So let’s see what happens.

Back to Race 4 on Sunday
Here’s to a clean and on the gun start. Keep in mind those well known words, when the adrenalin rush sets in, no
barging.
Regards to all
Peter Costolloe, CYAA (Vic) Handicapper

